Even if Switzerland (which is not part of European Union), has something similar to the GDPR

GDPR as an imitation of regulation for this industry (which has been without regulation for a long time. Maybe new market: Companies that devotes themselves to "manage data."

Why do go ecual that you <life>
something?
- social screening
- helping the recommendation system

Previous existence - reinforce in real world. Existing biases:
- dangerous
- We know it...
- But the rest of the world
- Should we concentrate does?

- Nonetheless in digital social networks, is more probable that you find «extreme» sides comments (things you wouldn’t say in the real life).

Problem or forever-signal in digital social networks. You keep on being responsible for what you have said 10 years before.
How many persons know that "likes" on FB are publicly available?

0%.

Did you know—-

Is there regulation for enterprises handling your data?

< 25%  

[US. versus  |  Vs.  |  Europe regulation]

GDPR: As users we can ask at any time to enterprises, what kind of data they have about us... And to remove it. (This idea of European values)

(?) Is it useful? Going from enterprise to enterprise?

In Facebook, if you ask for that, they ask you to remove your account.

Interesting that they can jump into conclusions about “parental divorce” just with likes.

What is going to happen with the changes on the platform that are a product of the algorithm including the z observation?

--> The one that asks for being removed.

How transparent are the people that is analyzing our information? Is this point really relevant? (However they are doing it.)

Recall, there are population that doesn't care of privacy (framing it in the context of better advertising), but in wrong attitudes (change of voting position)